Comparative adjectives: “er” and “est”

Write “er” or “est” after each adjective.

1. Milo is the cute______ dog on the street.
2. Fred is loud______ than Maria in the classroom.
3. I wear my hair short_____ than you.
4. Your chair is the hard______ there is.
5. Mom has the soft_____ hands.
6. Dad’s pants are large____ than mine.
7. This is the big_____ bowl of popcorn I have ever seen!
8. Cats are quiet_____ than dogs.
9. Snow White was the fair_______ of them all.
10. You arrived late_____ than Alex.

With short adjectives (tall, soft), we can add “er” or “est” to compare things in a sentence.

“er” compares 2 things
“est” compares 3 or more things
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Answers

1. Milo is the cutest dog on the street.
2. Fred is louder than Maria in the classroom.
3. I wear my hair shorter than you.
4. Your chair is the hardest there is.
5. Mom has the softest hands.
6. Dad’s pants are larger than mine.
7. This is the biggest bowl of popcorn I have ever seen!
8. Cats are quieter than dogs.
9. Snow White was the fairest of them all.
10. You arrived later than Alex.